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NOTE: 
THESE ARE TRANSFER ONLY PERMISSION OBJECTS. 
The can is transfer only.  It can be obtained by anyone and passed 
around.  The dispensing mini vending machine will deliver the can or 
cans when rezzed or attached (in case you don’t have local rez 
permissions).   
 
If you rez the can, it will probably be upright, you probably will need to 
adjust the can after attaching it to your hand.  The tilted x,y,z values 
are listed in the features.  I find that there are certain rotations I want 
for certain labels, and you probably will too.   
 
The can is a Mesh creation with its top images (open and closed) by 
Jenny Collazo. The scripts are by Blu Heron and provided by Jenny. 

FEATURES 
• Machine Box gives the can on rez or wear. Then it deletes. 

• One can with label, script and animation. Tilted when rezzed 
for wearing (x:358.85001,y:73.95001,z:190.09999) 

• The animation script swaps the top texture out for open when 
being worn. 

• Transfer only items will move in and out of inventory as you rez them and take them back.  

• Seven different label sets, each with menu selection. 

HOLOVEND VIEW & DEMOS 
You can see this item inworld at the Beverages HoloVend area in Milda.  SLurl: 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/245/226/53.  The multi-label cans are available as a demonstration object.  It will have 
a 10 minute life span.  See the demo model information for more details. 

TOS 
TCGWS TOS: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf.   

Second Life Terms of Service https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions 

UNPACKING  
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez or wear the box to open it and 
copy to your inventory.  The Machine box provided by CasperVend is also delivered by SL Marketplace.  It will go to your Received 
Items Folder in your Inventory.   

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The TCGWS project homepage is https://thunderchild.net.  Grab the free product "Business & Artist Information" from the SL MP or 
CasperVend in-World.  Contact AJ Leibengeist aka Thunderchild Allen inworld for questions or issues.  

AVAILABILITY 
This product is only available in Second Life. Labels available are shown on last page of PDF. 
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